Accelerated multicontrast volumetric imaging with isotropic resolution for improved peri-infarct characterization using parallel imaging, low-rank and spatially varying edge-preserving sparse modeling.
To achieve consistent effectiveness in reconstruction of fine image features for cases of varying contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) to facilitate translating accelerated multicontrast volumetric imaging with isotropic resolution toward clinical utility in peri-infarct characterization. A low-rank and spatially varying edge-preserving constrained compressed sensing parallel imaging reconstruction method (CP-LASER) is developed to effectively preserve contrast of small-scale structures for highly accelerated multicontrast volumetric imaging in CNR-limited scenarios. CP-LASER synergistically integrates parallel imaging, low-rank and spatially varying edge-preserving sparse modeling to achieve high signal-to-noise-ratio efficiency by leveraging prior knowledge about signal properties including coil sensitivity weighting, spatiotemporally correlated signal relaxation, and spatially varying sparsity. In the preclinical study using highly accelerated multicontrast volumetric imaging with an isotropic 1.5-mm resolution, CP-LASER demonstrated robust multicontrast reconstruction of peri-infarct characteristics with excellent correspondence with histopathology. CP-LASER provides better delineation of the peri-infarct border zone with improved sharpness than alternative methods in a clinical demonstration on 1.5T with an isotropic 2.2-mm resolution achieved in a single breath-hold. Accelerated multicontrast volumetric imaging with isotropic resolution using CP-LASER has demonstrated the potential to improve peri-infarct characterization in a clinical setting. Magn Reson Med 79:3018-3031, 2018. © 2017 International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.